Neurofibrillary tangles of Guam parkinson-dementia are associated with reactive microglia and complement proteins.
Guamanian parkinsonism-dementia, locally described as bodig, is characterized by the widespread appearance of neurofibrillary tangles in cortical and subcortical areas. These tangles have similar regional distribution and immunohistochemical profile to those found in Alzheimer disease (AD). We studied the immunohistochemical staining of these tangles, as well as those of AD, using antibodies to complement proteins and related molecules. In bodig, as in AD, extracellular tangles were intensely decorated with antibodies to C1q, C4d and C3d, but not fraction Bb of factor B, properidin or immunoglobulins. This is evidence that the classical, but not the alternative complement pathway is activated on extracellular tangles and that the activation is independent of antibodies. Immunohistochemical staining for amyloid P, an in vitro activator of complement, was remarkably similar to that for the C1q, C4d and C3d in both bodig and AD. This was not the case for beta-amyloid protein (BAP), another in vitro complement activator. Positive staining was observed in only a minority of extracellular tangles in bodig and was only rarely observed in those of AD. BAP would therefore not appear to be a candidate for activating complement on extracellular neurofibrillary tangles. Reactive microglia and reactive astrocytes were closely associated with complement positive extracellular neurofibrillary tangles, indicating an inflammatory response similar to that seen in AD.